Subject: An Act in relation to the field testing of mobile telephones and portable electronic
devices (S.2306/A.3955)
Position: Oppose
Distracted driving is a behavior that puts the safety of drivers, passengers and pedestrians at risk.
The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) defines distracted driving as any
activity that could divert a person’s attention from the operation of a motor vehicle – this
includes using a phone, eating, drinking, grooming, smoking, attending to child passengers,
using a navigation system, or adjusting radio or vehicle controls.1
Persons who engage in distracted driving create a serious public safety hazard (but distracted
driving is the cause of a relatively small proportion of injuries and deaths caused by motor
vehicle collisions2). This bill, however, would broadly expand the authority of police officers to
engage in the search and seizure of electronic devices in the possession of those suspected of
distracted driving. The seized devices would then be tested to determine their use by drivers
suspected of distracted driving.
This legislation has been introduced in the absence of evidence that this police procedure will
prevent distracted driving, or car accidents caused by distracted driving. There is no question,
however, that this proposed law would authorize police to obtain sensitive personal information
in violation of the constitutional protections against search and seizure.
For this reason, the NYCLU, Electronic Frontier Foundation, TechNet, and the State Privacy and
Security Coalition must oppose this proposal, notwithstanding the legitimate public safety
concerns the bill seeks to address.
___________________________
This legislation (S.2306/A.3955) would allow law enforcement officers at the scene of an
accident or collision to request that a driver surrender his or her mobile phone or portable
electronic device for the purpose of field testing the device. The test involves the use of
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technology that is still in development to determine whether the driver had used a phone or other
electronic device at or near the time of the accident or collision. If the test demonstrates an
electronic device was in use at or near the time of the accident or collision, the test results may
be used as evidence that a cell phone or electronic device was used while a vehicle was in
motion, in violation of New York law.3
The bill provides that persons who operate a motor vehicle in New York State are deemed to
have given implied consent for such field testing. Refusal to surrender an electronic device for
field testing results in the immediate suspension and subsequent revocation of a driver’s license
for at least a year, and a $500 civil penalty. Drivers who refuse to surrender their devices for
field testing are entitled to a hearing that is limited to determining whether a driver was informed
about the consequences before refusing to surrender a device for field testing. The bill provides
no meaningful opportunity for the driver to challenge the accuracy or legitimacy of the field test
or the test results.
Absence of evidence that field testing will reduce accidents
There is an absence of evidence that demonstrates field testing at the site of an accident or
collision will reduce accidents caused by distracted driving. Use of a cellphone or other portable
device, is only one of many distractions that diverts a driver’s attention from his or her primary
responsibility. In fact, the most recent NHTSA report on distracted driving states that in 2015
only 14 percent of all fatal distraction-affected crashes cite cell phone use as the cause of a
driver’s distraction.4 While this does not minimize the severity of this issue, it does illustrate the
limited effect of this legislative proposal.
Particularly when law enforcement is capable of obtaining evidence of whether a driver used a
cellphone through less invasive means. For instance, law enforcement and researchers have long
been able to use cell phone call and text message records to verify phone use near or during an
accident.5 This alternative practice allows law enforcement and potential litigants to effectively
obtain the same evidence necessary to demonstrate a violation of Vehicle and Traffic laws,
without encroaching on the driver’s privacy interest in his or her phone.
Accuracy and privacy concerns associated with the lack of field testing technology
Though the sponsor’s memorandum for S.2306/A.3955 states that the electronic scanning device
that would be used to perform the field test will not scan content, the technology does not yet
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exist, so there is no way to confirm accuracy or ensure that the technology is not scanning or
collecting data on the device. The mobile data forensics company, Cellebrite, which is
developing this technology, suggests that “an officer would connect a person's phone to their
laptop or other device and detect only the operating system logs, which would provide
information about touchscreen use and whether someone was typing at the time of a crash.”6
However, even when operating system logs are limited to detecting specific activities, it is still
possible for the scan to yield inaccurate results by detecting applications or programs that are
functioning in the background (e.g. navigation application) or inadvertently capture content (e.g.
user ID associated with the detected event).7 These concerns regarding consumer privacy rights
and the accuracy of the field testing technology are exacerbated by the fact that the bill relies on
broad definitions of use,8 which includes phone activity that the field testing technology may not
be able to distinguish (e.g. whether a passenger was using the device rather than the driver).
Disparate impact of field testing enforcement
S.2306/A.3955 gives law enforcement officer’s discretion to request that a driver submit his or
her phone for field testing. Such discretion can result in selective enforcement based on an
officer’s explicit or unconscious bias,9 and research confirms the likelihood of this problem.
Department of Justice data shows that Black drivers have a disproportionate number of
interactions10 with law enforcement at traffic stops.11 Moreover, when officers have discretion,
they are more likely to perform consent searches when the driver was Black.12 Therefore,
allowing law enforcement officers to have discretion regarding the use of field testing will invite
unnecessary bias and selective enforcement, which will ultimately reduce the efficacy of the field
testing practice.
Fourth Amendment Requires Law Enforcement to Obtain A Warrant For Field Testing
The field testing authorized by S.2306/A.3955 directly implicates a fundamental privacy interest
for drivers in New York State. Until it is possible to prove that the field testing technology is not
capable of scanning or collecting content, drivers will continue to have a privacy interest in their
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cellphones or other portable devices to remain free from warrantless searches by law
enforcement. The Supreme Court has recognized this privacy interest in two recent cases.
In Riley v. California, the Supreme Court held that the Fourth Amendment requires law
enforcement to obtain a warrant to search the content of a cellphone.13 In determining whether a
search of a cellphone was exempted from the Fourth Amendment warrant requirements, the
Court assessed “the degree to which it [the search] intrudes upon an individual's privacy and, on
the other, the degree to which it is needed for the promotion of legitimate governmental
interests.”14 The Court ultimately recognized that cellphones contain a broad array of private
information so “[t]he fact that technology now allows an individual to carry such information in
his hand does not make the information any less worthy of the protection for which the Founders
fought.”15 The majority in Riley also noted that cloud computing and technological advances
improving the processes of obtaining a warrant have minimized the legitimacy of the
governmental interests.
In a more recent and analogous decision, Birchfield v. North Dakota, the Court examined the
reasonableness of a search in light of the availability of a less invasive alternative. The Court
held that the Fourth Amendment does not permit warrantless blood tests incident to arrest for
drunk driving because of the intrusive nature of a blood test.16 Considering that in Riley the
Court recognized a privacy interest in the cellphone, and that law enforcement is capable of
obtaining similar evidence of distracted driving through less invasive means,17 it is fair to assume
that field testing authorized by S.2306/A.3955 would violate the Fourth Amendment rights of
drivers in New York State.
Therefore, based on the Court’s holdings in Riley and Birchfield, the Fourth Amendment requires
that law enforcement obtain a warrant prior to performing a field test on a driver’s cellphone or
other portable device at the site of a collision or accident.
Alternatives to S.2306/A.3955
Car manufacturers are in constant competition to integrate new technologies into motor vehicles,
and while some of these technologies can serve to enhance safety (e.g. collision avoidance
system), most new auto technologies function as additional distractions to drivers and
passengers. As a result, a growing number of states have sought to address distracted driver
behavior through statewide prohibitions. Fourteen states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico,
Guam and the Virgin Islands have banned handheld cell phone use,18 and forty-six states, the
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District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, Guam and the Virgin Islands have banned text messaging.19
While it is still too early to assess the efficacy of these statewide prohibitions,20 it is important
for legislators to consider that both the problem and solutions may be inherent in technology.
Just as new technologies have created more distractions for drivers, emerging technology can
also be effective in altering driver behavior – perhaps more effective than legal deterrents. There
are a number of free or affordable cellphone and tablet applications that eliminate common
sources of distraction by disabling a driver’s ability to use the device when the car is in motion,
employing pre-configured responses for calls or texts, or training drivers to avoid the use of
electronic devices while driving.21 In fact, the most recent NHTSA guidelines on distracted
driving encourages cellphone and device makers to develop a “driver mode” interface that would
lock out applications or functions that do not meet a task acceptance criteria (e.g. navigation
applications).22
Furthermore, Nassau County has created a voluntary distracted driver education program that
uses a distracted driving application.23 The program is offered to drivers charged with prohibited
use of a cell phone or electronic device in exchange for a plea that provides for a reduced charge
and lower penalty.24 Drivers that participate in the program agree to purchase, install and use
the required cellphone application for at least 90 days. The application disables all other
applications and programs on the device, employs voice commands, and generates detailed
reports about driver performance.25 At the end of the 90 day period the application sends Nassau
County a report of performance and the report is provided to the court to determine successful
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completion.26 The program was launched in June 2016; therefore it is too soon to evaluate its
effectiveness. However, preliminary research on distracted driving applications and coordinated
public education campaigns have shown a strong, positive correlation between these efforts and a
reduction in accidents.27
Conclusion
Instead of creating a law that compromises constitutionally protected privacy rights and that is
unlikely to alter driver behavior, lawmakers would be better advised to incentivize the use of
tech applications that prevent distracted driving, and to develop voluntary driver education
programs that cause driver’s to avoid dangerous driving practices involving electronic devices.
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